
C90 ASF BOGIES: 
These bogies were fitted to Salmon wagons from 1998. There were just over 300 wagons, coded YSA 
(50mph) and YWA (60mph) plus those that became YKA OSPREYs from 2009.  If you are using 
these bogies to “modernise” one of our Salmon kits with plate bogies, you may be able to reuse the 
“T”shaped coupling adaptors (as shown in the diagram), as the standard one on the C90 moulding is 
not long enough. Otherwise, they will have to be made from plasticard.
Fit the bearings from the inside, (this is  easier if a drop of solvent is put in the holes in the frame), and 
add the wheels by putting one axle into a bearing and gently spreading the frames so that the other end 
can be put into its bearing. 
The bearings can be adjusted by moving them in or out to give the best running of the wheels. Fit the 
axleboxes (The side attached to the sprue is the bottom) onto the bearings. Put screws through bolsters 
from the side with 4 pegs, place the bogie on the bolster & add the nut. Hornby, or Bachmann Mini 
couplings can be fitted by adding the adaptor plates to the pegs on the underside of the bogie centre 
extension and attaching the coupling to the adaptor. If the inner or middle position is used, the part of 
the bogie that protrudes beyond the adaptor should be cut off. You will probably need to trim the 
coupling to clear the wheels when using the inner position.
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